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In this paper we shall follow mostly the terminology and notations of [2] and [3].
So we shall make use of Einstein's summation convention, the indices a, /?, y9 ..., A9
B9 C,..., i9j, k run through the values 1, 2,..., n, while the indices a, b, c, d9 e9f
and p9 q9 r9 s run through the values 1, 2,..., m and m + 1, m + 2, ..., n respectively,
where the positive integers m, n satisfy the condition 1 < m < n.
1. Let Ln be the n-dimensional affinely connected space. For the sake of simplicity
we suppose that there exists a one-to-one mapping f : X -» {xa} of the whole space Ln
on some domain of parameters O which lies in the linear space Pn of all ordered
n-tuples of real numbers. For the point X we shall use also the notation [x a ]. Let I be
an open interval. Evidently Wn + l = Ln x / is a stratified space. Let us denote the
a
stratum (Ln9 t)9 tel by Ln(t). If [x , t] is a current point in Wn+1 then evidently
[xa, t] e Ln(t). Let Pn+l = Pn x L Obviously, the mapping [xa, t] -• {xa, t} of the
space Wn+1 into PM+1 is one-to-one mapping of Wn+i on the domain Q = O x
x J c PB+1. If we suppose that the admissible transformations of parameters
a
a
{x , t} -> {x *, r*} are described by all possible functions of the class C^
(1.1)

xa* = xa*(xp) , t* = t + C

(C e (— oo, + oo)) which realize the regular mappings of the domains 0 or interval J
on another domain O* c Pn or another interval I* respectively, then we shall denote
Wn+i by r — Ln(t) and we shall call it the rheonomous stationary affinely connected
space (shortly the rheonomous space r — Ln(t)).
Let us suppose that by means of functions of the class C2
(1.2)

BiTB%x»9t)9

p

na==X(^0;

{x",t}eQ

,

and there is defined for every t e I an anholonomic manifold I%(t) in Ln(t) c r — Ln(t)
(cf. also [3], p. 154 and foil.). Let the following suppositions be satisfied:
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1. There are given a domain A c Pn and such n functions of the class C2
x% = x\uA91)

(1.3)

,

{uA} e A ,

tel

that, for every t el9 the functions (1,3) realize a regular one-to-one mapping {uA} ~*
-* {xa} of the domain A on the domain O.
2. The admissible transformations B* -» B**, pn* -> p*na are described in r — Ln(t)
by the equations
(1.4)

B^ = A^Ba,

,,n a = J.fyi*-

while A** are all possible arbitrary functions of the class C^ defined on the domain Q,
Det \Aaa*\ # 0 everywhere, and further
(1.5)

{x<°} e09

tl9t2el=>

Aaa*(x"(uA9 t,)9 tx) = A^(x^(uA9

t2)912)

holds true.
Then we say that there is defined a rheonomous anholonomic manifold r — iTjj) in
r — Ln(t). If the parameter t does not occur explicitly in the functions (1,2) and (1,3)
we say that r — L™(*) is stationary.
R e m a r k . In Ln the equations (1,2) —(1,5) describe simultaneously a one-parametric system of anholonomic manifolds ITn(i) with a special transformation group. All
results which we shall deduce for the rheonomous manifold r — L™(f) may be directly
interpreted for this system.
Let us suppose that by means of functions
(\ f\

7<zi,...,<xu,ai,...,ay

_

yai,...,au,ai,...,ay(

to f\

( o> f\ _ Q 1\

there is given for every tela, mixed tensor field in L™(f) <= Ln(t). For the functions
(1.6) we shall use the "matrix" form of notation Z = Z(x(°y t) and we shall say that
by means of these functions there is given a mixed tensor field in r — lZ(t). The
covariant derivate of this field will be denoted (DCZ). It is defined in the usual way for
every t el (cf. [2], p. 93 and [3], p. 155). By means of "matrix" notation we shall
write shortly
(1.7)

DCZ = dcZ + BycryZ -f rcZ , (where dcZ = Byc dyZ).

By means of functions (1,3) and (1,6) let us construct the composite functions
Z = Z(x*(uA91)91) and denote them shortly Z = Z(uA, t). Furthermore we shall use
the notation

arz = ^ ^ ) ,
dt

a*--^-).
dt

*) Everywhere we suppose the differentiability of a "necessary" order of these functions.
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It is easily shown that
\
djZ = B] d7Z + dtZ,

(1.8)

dxa(uA t)
K
where B\ =
^ .

Now we shall show that by means of function
(1.9)

*

DtZ = d{Z + B\TyZ

there is defined a tensor field (DtZ) on the rheonomous variety which is of the same
kind as the tensor field (Z). Thus we want to show that by (1,1) or (1,4)
\l>iy3)

IJ

t*'Pi*,...,fiv*tb1...,bz

/i

~~

alt...,pv*ut^plt...tfivtblt...tbz

or

a

'

ii\
1 1
;

n yai,...,au,ai*,...,ay* _
j a i * , . . . , 6 z r*
yalt...,au,a1,...,ay
^ f ^ t
/?„,*>!*,...,ft z * — A i ,
bz*utLlp1,...,pv,b1,...,bz
>

respectively, hold true.
A) Let us choose y + z arbitrary but fixed Latin indices of the tensor field
and denote them by a bar. Along every curve xa = xa(0uA, t), tel the functions
^iV"/,WiV.V.,,Si define in L„ a tensor Z ({ou"4} is an arbitrary but fixed point in 0).
The absolute derivate (WtZ) of thisfieldalong the considered curve satisfies the relation
VfZ = DtZ. Hence the correctness of the equation (1,10) follows.
B) Obviously

a

1 "i\

»1Z;

rjalt...taUta1*,...,ay*

L,

P\,...,pv,b1*,...tbz*

Aa\*t...tbz

— An

yalt...taUtalt...,ay

bz*^plt...tpv,blt...,bz

-

A analogical transformation law holds also for the functions d{Z and B\FyZ. In the
first case we shall verify it by differentiating with respect to t both terms of (1,12) and
using relations d-A£* = 0, 5?A£* = 0 which follow from (1,5). In the second case we
shall verify our assertion by a direct simple calculation. Hence (1,11) holds.
Let us add that we call the tensor field (DtZ) the absolute t-derivate of the tensor
field (Z) and that for any two tensor fields (U), (V) of the rheonomous manifold
r — ITn(t) the following relations hold:
(1.13)

Dt(U + V) = DtU + DfV2) , Dt(UV) = (DtU) V + UDtV,
DtUa = (DtU)a,

DtUab = (DtU)ha?)

Let J be an open interval, J c I, and C a regular curve in r — Ln(i) described by
the parametric equations
(1.14)
3

.

xa = xa(T),

t = T,

Te J .

) We suppose that U, V are of the same kind.
) By means of indices a, p or a, 6 the "contraction" tensor operation is outlined.
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For every Te J let us have m numbers dwfl/dTsuch that
dx*

dua

^ - = B f l a ^ + B?.
dT
dT
Then we call C a trajectory which lies in r - L™(f). The vector (1,15) is so-called tangential vector of this trajectory (at its point [x*(T)9 T]). The trajectory x* = x*(QuA9 T),
t = T, T e l ( 0 i / = konst, {0u^} e A) is called a parametric t-line. Obviously
the vector (Bf) is tangential vector of the parametric Mine. Also we may easily see
that the notion of a parametric t-line is invariant with respect to the admissible
transformations (1,4) of the rheonomous manifold r — E?n(i).
At the point [x*9 t]er - Ln(t) let us construct the w-dimensional tangential space
of the manifold Ln(i). In this space, by means of equations
(1.15)

(1.16)

y* = vaB*a9 v*e(-oo,

+oo)

or
(1.17)

z* = waB*a + B*t9 w a e ( ~ o o , + o o ) ,

there are defined two m-dimensional linear spaces denoted by W\x*91] or T[x*9 t]
and called the virtual or tangential space of the rheonomous manifold r — IZ(t)9
respectively. Let us agree that a vector, wich may be placed so that its starting point
is [xa, t] and its end point lies in the virtual space W\x*91] or in the tangential space
T[xa, t]9 will be called a virtual vector or a tangential vector respectively of the
rheonomous manifold r — ££(*).
The tensor field (DTZ) that is defined along the trajectory (1,14) by means of the
equation
dua

(1.18)

DTZ = -^-DaZ + DtZ , Te J
dT
is called the absolute derivative of the tensor field (Z) along the trajectory (1,14). If
the trajectory (1,14) is a parametric f-line or its part then duajdT = 0 for all Te J and
the equation (1,18) is of the form DTZ = DtZ. It is easy to show that the absolute
differentiation along the given trajectory obeys the rules which we shall obtain from
(1,13) by replacing the operator Dt by the operator DT.
We shall write the equations (1,18) in another form. By means of (1,8) and (1,9)
and with the notation (1,7) the equations (1,18) may be easily written in the form

(U9)

^z =^ + ^rrz
dT dr '

+

^raz.
dT

Thus to calculate the absolute derivative along a trajectory it is sufficient that the
tensor field (Z) is defined only at the points of this trajectory.
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2. At every point of a rheonomous manifold so-called Gauss equations hold:
(2.1)

DaBl = "hab pn« , D„ pn* = ~ Pt Bl + «». an"

or
(2.2)

D^ =

b
W aBl

+ *ma pn« , D, pn* = - p m ^ + JQ ,n*,

£>>J = 'w,B*b + <"ma p n a , D,B* = f ^

+ "WX

where
(2.3)

'A rt ="naDaBl,

-/tt

= BbDa pn\

pv a

= *«. D„ ,„*

or
(2.4)

w> = £»D,Ba* ,
'w» = B*Da£? ,

'mfl = ^ a D r B^ , ~pma = I^D, pn*, «fi = «naJ>r prc* ,
p

'ma = pnaDaB* ,

W" = BaaDtB«,

*W = pttaD,£?,

respectively.
The proof of the Gauss equations (2,1) or (2,2) is not difficult. If we arrange these
equations by means of (2,3) or (2,4) respectively, we shall easily see that they are
satisfied identically for all {x*0, t} e Q. Let us add that on a "fixed" manifold there
exists an analogy to the Gauss equations (2,1) only.
We introduce now the following notation:
(2.5)

Qcba = c W ,

(2.6)

oa

= i(a a s; - d,Ba) .

The geometrical object (Qcb) will be called the anholonomic object of the rheonomous manifold r — ITn(t). It may be shown that in the holonomic case (Qcba) is a tensor
field. It is easy to calculate that (Ql) is a tensor field. This field will be called the field
of rheonomous curvature of the manifold r — L™(t). It is not difficult to verify that
(2.7)

diadnZ = QldyZ

holds for every tensorfield(Z).
For the sake of completeness let us state that we shall use the well-known notations
(cf. [3], p. 155, Formula (15,6), p. 285, Exc. (15,5)):
(2.8)

Qcba = - I £ dtcB*bl m (dicBa]a]) Bi} ,

rcba = rjs&A

- BIBI dyB;,

Scba = Syf?BlBlK.
Let us remark that is easy to deduce from (2,8) the important equation
(2.9)
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^[cbf ~ Scb" ~~ Qcb" •

We shall show that the following equations are satisfied
(2.10)

DibDtlv* = iKdyP*BdbBy

+ OJ Vyva ,

(2.11)

DibDtfa

(2.12)

DibDtlv*a = %KdyfBdbBya + Q\ Vyv*a + ^Qba% ,

(2.13)

DidDcf* = \KdyfB5dBy

= Qldyva + iQba%,
- Sd/D6va

for the tensor fields (va), (va), (va) of the rheonomous manifold r — ITn{t).
We calculate easily DbDtva and DtDbv*. From it and in virtue of the formula
KSyfi* = 2didryWa + 2rim*ryWQ and by (2,6) and (2,7) we obtain (2,10). In a similar
way we may deduce the equations (2,11), (2,12) and (2,13). Let us add that in (2,12)
we made use of the notation Vyv*a = dyv*a + Fy/vf. This (Vyva) is not a mixed tensor.
Nevertheless, the equation (2,12) is of tensor-like character because, as may be shown,
(Qj Vyv*a + iQbacv?) is a tensor.
3. We may interpret the Gauss equations (2,1) and (2,2) as a system of differential
equations of thefirstorder for the unknown functions B^x10, i), pn^x™, t), B^x03, t). We
shall call the equations that express the conditions of integrability of this system, the
Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations. Making the usual modifications (cf. e.g. [2], p. 120)
we begin with the equations, the left-hand members of wich are of the form DicDbjBa
or DicDbl pna, respectively. For the conditions of integrability we shall obtain the
equations wich are formally identical with the equations in [3], p. 160, Formulae
15.28a), b), c), d). We shall call them the Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations I. If, by
mentioned modifications the left-hand member of the equations is of the form
DicDnBaa or DicDtl pna or DicDtlBa or DicDtlBa, respectively, we obtain the equations
which we shall call the Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations II. We shall show that these
equations may be written in the following form:
(ЗД)

KåyßxBdB\Bßbв: + 2QÏ VУҖK + Qiba =
= Dáwaь- qłaamb + ib ma,

(3,2)

Kòyß*BdB\B\ X + 2Q\ VyB*b Ч = phdeweb + Dd *mb +
+ v<piamb-Dt
-ahib\Q,
dЬ

(3,3)

Kòyß*B\B\ yвax + 2Qd Vľ pn*Bax = - Dd pma - qlađ %Q +
+ Dtplad + plewa + lvdqma,

(3,4)

Kåyß'BdB\ y Ч + 2Q\ Vľ X X = -"häe X +DĄQ +
+ >ä rPQ + Лąme - Dt Џd - ;0iaQ,

(3,5)

KtУBţBlBţв:

(3,6)

Kiïß*BdBlB<>t x - 2Sice"me =
+ Díd icì + pqvldamc1,

- 2Sice 'wa = Dld'w'cì - Æ amc1,
e
We{w cl

+
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(3.7)

K^'B.B^Bl

= DdWa -

+ 2Q\ VftK
a

e

a

-Dt'w d-'w w

+

a

ql'd

a

W +

a

'mdqm ,

Xw'.fl5Bjfif "na + 2Q\ VyB*t pnx = phdeWe + Dd"W + pvdaW +

(3.8)

- 'wed pme + Dp'md

-

a

'md

p

qQ

.

To prove the preceding assertion we first deduce by means of (2,2) these equations:
(3.9)

2DidDnB*b = BKD.wl -

c a
ql d mb

+ "hdb qmc) +

+ snfhdeweb + Ddsmb + sqvdamb - Dshdb -

hdbsqQ) ,

2DldDtl pn* = B%~ I>„ Pmc - /d %Q + Dt plcd + pledwe + \vd qmc) +

(3.10)

+ sn*(-%e

X

+ Dd SPQ + sqvd %Q + pled sme - Dt 'pvd - %vdsqQ),

2D[dDcJ?t = Bl(Dld'wbc1 -

(3.11)
•
(3.12)

q

+

snthWb{wbcl

ql\d

a

mcl) +
s

+ Z>r/mc] +

2DldDnB*t = Bxc(DdWc -

c a
ql d W

q
qv[d mcl),

- D,'wcd - 'wedwce + a'md qmc) +

+ sn*(shdeWe + DdsW + qvd°W - 'wed sme - Ds'md -

a

'md sqQ) .

From the equations (2,11), (2,10), (2,13) and once more (2,11) we may successively
calculate that
(3.13)

2DldDnB°b = KSyfBddB]Bi + 20J VyB*b + QdbcB*,

(3.14)

2DidDn X

(3.15)

2DldDclB*t = Koy^BddBlBpt - 2SdcbDbBxt ,

(3.16)

2DldD0B* = K^B.B^

= K^'B^Bl

X

+ 2flJ V, X .
+ 2Q\ VyB*t .

If we make the tensor product of the diference of equations (3,13) and (3,19) and
the functions Bl or pnx we obtain after a simple modification the equations (3,1) or
(3,2), respectively. In the same way we transform the differences of equations (3,14)
and (3,10) or (3,15) and (3,11) or (3,16) and (3,12) and obtain the equations (3,3) and
(3,4) or (3,5) and (3,6) or (3,7) and (3,8), respectively.
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